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Phoenix Universe:

How Tactics May Live In-Site
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Template & 
Module System
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✤ The in-site tactics will live in the 
context of relevant and robust content.

✤ There is opportunity to feature tactics 
as large-scale tools in page, as well as 
through call outs within the experience.

Category

Product Brand



Examples of 
Templates with 
Content in Place
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✤ Modules for products, case studies, 
news, etc. provide a dynamic system for 
presentation of product, industry and 
sub-industry visuals and content.

✤

or learn about products on the site.

✤ Tactics can also extend and customize 
content for mobile and social platforms, 
to reach users wherever they are.



EDUCATIONAL/INTERACTIVE PPE 
OVERVIEW MODULES
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✤ The value of our people/expertise working daily 
to keep PS and IPP individuals safer

✤ Our technical and thought leadership translates 
into both a history and a future of innovation

✤ Our global reach means DuPont materials meet 
required regulatory standards worldwide

✤ Our extensive experience both in our own 

protection needs

GOALS

✤ Our proven technologies drive both greater 
safety and long-term value for companies

✤ Atrack record as a trusted channel partner for 
manufacturers

✤ Bubble up rich content throughout for easy 
access and multi-media engagement

✤

✤ Drive to deeper sections of the site



A Dynamic,
Interactive White Paper 
✤ Visuals more artfully arranged than the 

typical white paper

✤ A more modular chapter format that 
eases returning to read/view/watch 
sections of the document on multiple 
viewings

✤ Calls-to-action to share segments of 
the research—even to add one’s own 
audio and video commentary-—and to 

at related sites in the digital ecosystem

✤ Option to read/share as traditional 
standalone PDF
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DuPont.com Modules 
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✤ This idea quickly takes viewer from considering 
that while the general public has almost impossible 
odds of facing various disasters, sudden illnesses 
or fatal injury, those in the public sector or 
industrial personal protection face much higher 
odds, and that there can be great costs of all kinds

✤ So why take any chances you don’t have to; 
instead, use DuPont’s time-tested materials in 
protective gear to give you and/or those you 
protect or manufacture for, the greatest edge over 
these potentially deadly situations



QR Codes:
Communications, Reinforcement and Customer Capture 

✤ Smart phone cameras with QR readers installed offer an easy 
way to transfer information, specs, news and sales offers of all 
kinds via QR scans.

✤ DuPont could integrate QR codes into the signage and printed 
materials at a tradeshow for IPP audiences about all things 
related to Tyvek.

✤ The technology exists to brand the actual QR code with a 
preferred color and “Tyvek” logo or an abbreviation of a brand 
or the DuPont name.

✤ QR codes are adaptable “visual URLS” that can go on: 
Industry print advertisements, event signage, billboards and 
displays, direct mail and email and texts, social media pages to 
gain Likes and Follows, business cards, labeling on clothing or 
equipment (wear and care), special promotions or discounts 
on equipment, locker, laptop or tablet stickers and T-shirts.
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Mashcards:
E-Flashcards & a E-Badging Rewards Program, Part 1 

✤ These cards would help manufacturers and 

than be quizzed at synchronized intervals on 
important safety, product information, or 
regulation PS or IPP news from DuPont 

✤ Once they master each module, they’d earn 

Expert, which they could use in 
communications to their audiences directly 
or on social media
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Mashcards:
E-Flashcards & a E-Badging Rewards Program, Part 2 

✤ When they earn new levels of expertise and 
write/post about protective gear related to 

accompanying e-badges would highlight 
that they really know the latest innovations 
for high-quality materials
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Mashcards:
E-Flashcards & a E-Badging Rewards Program, Part 3 

✤ The badges could be colored and have 
shapes and typography similar to the “levels 
of protection” buttons for the various brands 
in the DuPont Personal Protection Online 
Product Catalog



“Cinemagraphs”
Isolate key graphics in a realistic PS or IPP scene 
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✤ Web page could include a montage of what 

✤ Viewer would detect movement in certain 
parts of the image, motivating viewer to 
enlarge the montage to get a closer look

✤ Spinning 3-D hero shots and text appear to 

✤ For each dynamic part of the montage, the 
explanation would offer other calls to action
—to view specs, sizing charts, demos, 
videos or white papers. Or the viewer can 
keep taking a tour of the scene for further 
explanations and links to other materials for 
learning



You’re Surrounded - For Safety
Part 1 
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✤ A hub of protection that draws viewer 
in by equipment type 
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✤ Once a certain product line is selected, 
a close-up of it appears along with a 
DuPont Level of Protection Bar Chart 

example, highlighted  

You’re Surrounded - For Safety
Part 2
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✤

easier viewing and explanations of 
features such as gloves, face shield and 

✤ Finally, the viewer's presented with a 
range of options for further exploration 
and information such as: updates about 
new or growing threats or hazards, videos 

about Tychem, cost calculators, or 
survivor stories

You’re Surrounded - For Safety
Part 3 



Slide Share
Repurpose and Distill Existing Content
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✤ S range of existing PS and IPP content from catalogs 

impressions and increased shareability by reuse as a 
brief interactive presentation

✤ For example, the existing DuPont Personal Protection 
Catalog is a 30-page PDF, with extensive text and 
visuals, often graphics of more than one kind on a 
single page or spread which can feel overwhelming  

✤ It can be challenging and time-consuming to search 

apparel 

✤ But selecting key visuals from the catalog or a certain 
product line and putting them as a series on 
SlideShare helps focus the branding and specs in a 
much more digestible 10 slides or less
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✤ Conduct audit to make sure PS and IPP videos still 
relevant; purge low-view video or consider redistributing 
them for greater viewing

✤ Consider separate channels or playlists for PS and IPP

✤ Reorganize playlists based on themes of keyword these 
audience’s use most

✤ Promote third-party videos that bring DuPont brands to 
life or prove effectiveness

✤ Educate DuPont on planning and using video throughout 
the whole customer experience (internally, trade shows, 
digital billboards, mobile footage, email blasts, banners, 
though leadership communities, etc.)

✤ Adding timely and helpful videos to 
Products & Services tabs; actively 
seeking recommenders in DuPont and 
industry networks

✤ Promoting videos on cross-company 
pages as well as Groups, Alumni, 
Answers and Updates sections

✤ Using LinkedIn as a sourcing platform 
for user stories, POVs and ways that 
products can be improved

Social Selling:

LinkedIn and YouTube
Repurposing existing footage and planning, executing and promoting 
new PS and IPP video, especially those with infographics attributes, 
for the major platforms:
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Thanks!


